GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

1) **IJSETS “International Journal of Sport, Exercise & Training Science”** is an international refereed journal with an academic and scientific attributions published in every 3 months. However, **IJSETS** holds the right to publish interim issues on special occasions.

2) **ISJETS** accepts studies only in the field of Sports Training and Exercise Sciences, Sports Health and Nutrition, Exercise Physiology, Exercise and Sports Psychology, Sports Information Technology, Sports Management, and Physical Education and Sport. The papers must be written with scientific concerns, should contribute to the field, indicate the important resources as references, not be written with prejudice, not include motto-like sentences, and have an advanced language. They should also have one of the qualities of scanning, research and developing from a notice.

3) Referee evaluation process isn’t initiated for the studies not complying with the publication principles of the journal, without references, prefaces or abstracts.

4) In studies where there is more than one author, the author being in the first place is seen as addressee.

5) Sources used should be prepared in accordance with the publication template of **IJSETS**.

6) Regulation and operation of the string accepted by **IJSETS**, should be adjusted to shape the current spell in the last number located article. *(MS-TEMPLATE FILE)*

7) In line with their own initiatives, author(s) can inform the chief editor(s) of the journal concerning the names of referees in referee and science boards with whom they had problems before with a belief that they are not ethical through an official letter. In this case, the requests of author(s) are evaluated and it is put into practice upon the decision of editor(s).

8) Referees and authors shouldn’t be from the same institution regarding the stage of evaluation. Names of referees and authors are kept confidential and announced by no means. Referee Board changes in every volume and it is constituted according to the subject of studies. Referees of interdisciplinary studies are ascertained according to their expertise.

9) Three referees are assigned according to the field of study in the first place. If two of the referee evaluations are “publishable” and the paper is accepted to publish. Only two editing requests can be demanded from the author. Each editing process lasts 15 days. This is the absolute period. It is acted in line with the editing request and referee report. This is strictly within this framework.

10) Authors are expected to do the requested editing delicately and to send the edited version of the paper to the journal within 15 days. If it is noticed that editing hasn’t been conducted properly, the author is informed. The edited version of submissions not sent back within the prescribed time are not taken into the publication list.

11) The publication language of **IJSETS** is Turkish and English. However the studies prepared in different conditions and different languages can be accepted upon the approval of journal management and editor(s) if they contribute to the literature. In this case, the publication board unilaterally bears the right to use initiative or reject. The author(s) in question cannot be effective on **IJSETS**.

12) The studies demanded to be published in **IJSETS** should bear the feature that they weren’t published in another place or not in evaluation process for publication at that time.

13) Papers presented in international academic scientific meetings, congresses, conferences and symposiums can be accepted and taken into referee evaluation process on condition that they weren’t published in another journal before and they comply with the article formats and contents.

14) Translated texts are accepted with the approval of editorial and publication board and referee evaluation process is initiated if the related text is rarely found in Turkish and if its translation is thought to contribute to the field. But there is a limited number of translations allowed for each volume. Original texts are preferred.

15) Submissions to the journal must be written in MS Word Program, with 11 pt Times New Roman and single line spacing. There must be 2.5 cm margins in all sides of the page. *(MS-TEMPLATE FILE)*

16) Papers should be between 5-15 pages and not exceed 15 pages. The papers must be prepared by taking into account the previously published and updated papers in the last volume of **IJSETS**.
17) For papers in Turkish, there must be an English abstract no more than 250 words and 3-7 key words below the abstract. The abstract must have the title and key words in the original language. Keywords doesn’t include the words that includes the title of paper.

18) For papers in English, there must be a Turkish abstract no more than 250 words, title and key words.

19) The scope of research, its purpose, method, results obtained and subject should be shortly indicated in the abstract.

20) Name(s) of the author must be indicated on the cover page. Academic title of the author, name of the institution where s/he works, address, work and mobile phone, fax number and e-mail must exist on the cover page.

21) The decision to publish the papers belongs to editor. The evaluation of editor about the paper are sent together with the referee report within the shortest time.

22) Submissions sent to IJSETS are not sent back whether or not it is published.

23) The whole responsibility of the submissions belongs to the concerned author(s).

24) Publication and copyrights of the published papers belong to IJSETS. The copyright of the each study uploaded to the system is automatically transferred to IJSETS. No sign for the copyright agreement is requested from the authors for this operation. The author accepts these conditions in advance for the paper uploaded to the system. The person reserves no right of opposition.

25) Author(s) approve(s) the placement of the full texts of their papers on electronic databases bearing a non-commercial character with the purpose of supporting national and international academic knowledge sharing.

26) IJSETS does NOT charge publication/processing fees from the Author(s) and gives Doi number to the article.

27) The evaluation period of the studies uploaded to the system is 5 weeks. Studies not evaluated within this period and not provided with an evaluation report are sent to a different referee.

28) Author(s) are required to write the necessary information in “Ethical Board Information of Report” part while uploading the article to the system with “Date” and “Information of Report - Report Number” as given by the Ethical Board if the studies require Ethical Board report and have “Empirical”, “Case” and “Corporate” content. IJSETS doesn’t bear any responsibility in case of a possible negative situation and deficiency within the framework of national or international rules of law. The whole responsibility belongs to the author(s) in this sense. If formal information regarding the report of ethical board and research exist, they must be inserted while uploading the study to the system. In this regard, editors of IJSETS, system editors, editorial board, publisher, executive editor, referee board and the other referees conducting evaluation bear no responsibility. Author(s) are responsible for any material, moral and legal negative situation that may occur. In case of all kinds of material, moral and legal situation “problem”, ijsets unilaterally reserves its legal rights in national and international terms.